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Mickey’s Not-So-Scary Halloween Party is the annual festival for all things spooky at the Magic 
Kingdom! The party kicks off at 7pm and goes through midnight. Featuring one of the best parades 
and fireworks programs at Walt Disney World Resort, trick or treating, rare character sightings, and 
an all-new Villain-centric stage show for 2015, Mickey’s Not-So-Scary Halloween Party will fill you 
with eerie elation.

Admission
MNSSHP is a hard-ticket event, which means a separate ticket is required, even if you already have 
standard Magic Kingdom admission on a party day. One of the selling points of MNSSHP and other 
hard-ticket events is that the park’s guest count is kept artificially low to ensure short lines and low 
congestion. Ticket costs range from $68 for adults / $63 for children in September and between $68-
$79 / $63-$74 in October. If you do NOT already have Magic Kingdom admission, your party ticket 
will grant entrance into the park from 4pm until close.  
                                                       That means you get the party  
                                                         plus three hours of extra  
                                                               touring time on the front  
                                                                 end. This may be a value if   
                                                                        you don’t already have  
                                                                          valid Magic Kingdom  
                                                                         admission.
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Your MNSSHP entitlement will 
automatically be added to your My Disney 
Experience account upon purchase. Your 
normal ticket and/or MagicBand will still be 
used at the park gate. If you arrive around 
4pm, the turnstile will flash green in a 
slightly-different-than-usual way and a cast 
member will attach a wristband proving that 
you have valid admission for the party. If you 
arrive well before 4pm, you can stop at a 
kiosk in the park to get your wristband.

Once the party begins, cast members will be stationed at common MK choke points to verify 
every guest has a valid MNSSHP entitlement. You may be asked to show your wristband if it is 
not immediately visible. If you do not have an MNSSHP entitlement for that night, you will be 
immediately directed to the park exit.

Costumes
MNSSHP is one of two or three times each year that guests are invited to wear costumes to the 
park. Combined with trick or treating, MNSSHP may be all your traveling party needs for the full 
Halloween experience. Guests should adhere to Disney’s costume guidelines.  
Costumes should NOT:

 •  Obstruct the guest’s view or interfere 
with their ability to board/unload from 
attractions and/or the the Walt Disney 
World Resort transportation system.

 • Drag on the ground.

 •  Contain sharp or pointed objects or 
material that may accidentally strike 
another guest.

 • Be offensive to other guests.

 •  Contain any weapons which resemble or 
could easily be mistaken for an actual weapon.

While guests may dress as Disney characters, they should not  
pose with strangers or do anything else to imply that they are  
an official Disney character.
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              Characters
                                        The Disney characters are out in force at MNSSHP, especially rarely-seen    
                                         characters like Boo from Monsters, Inc., Terk and Jane from Tarzan,  
                                                       and of course, Jack Skellington from Nightmare Before  
                                                      Christmas. MNSSHP is one of the few times each year that you can  
                                    find villains frolicking with the guests. Refer to the park’s guide map for  
                                    character meet locations.

Characters will be making surprise appearances throughout the night, so stick around and keep your 
eyes peeled.

Mickey’s Boo-to-You Parade
Mickey’s Boo-to-You Parade is a Not-So-Scary exclusive and widely regarded as one of the best 
parades anywhere at the Walt Disney World Resort. The parade occurs twice each night at 8:35pm 
and 11:35pm and starts from Frontierland both times. The soundtrack is super catchy, the floats are 
inventive, and there are several rare characters displayed, including a whole gaggle of rarely-seen 
Disney villains like Bowler Hat Guy from Meet the Robinsons, Claude Frollo from Hunchback of 
Notre Dame, and The Big Bad Wolf from the Three Little Pigs. A pre-parade features Phineas and 
Ferb making one of their rare appearances at the Magic Kingdom and the Headless Horseman.

Happy Hallowishes
Hallowishes is a combination fireworks/
projection show at Cinderella Castle heavy in 
eerie Halloween green and orange. Like most 
other things at MNSSHP, Hallowishes is superb. 
The show is well-paced, well-choreographed, 
and just a tad spooky.

Hocus Pocus Villain Spelltacular
All new for 2015, the Hocus Pocus Villain 
Spelltacular is a stage show performed 4 times 
per night, at 8:00pm, 9:20pm, 10:40pm, and 12am. No one has seen this yet, but it purportedly 
stars the sisters from Disney’s 1993 cult classic Hocus Pocus and will undoubtedly involve the 
summoning of many flagship Disney villains.

Celebrate the Magic
A standard showing of Celebrate the Magic occurs 15 minutes prior to Hallowishes at 9:45pm.
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Trick or Treating
MNSSHP wouldn’t be MNSSHP without trick or treating. Trick or 
treat stations are dispersed throughout the park and marked by giant 
inflatable Mickey pillars. While the Magic Kingdom does provide small 
paper trick or treating bags with tiny handles, you’ll probably want to 
bring your own bag so you can carry more candy more easily. Cast 
Members are usually generous with the candy, often giving out heaping 
handfuls.

There will be a total of 14 stations this year. You can get Peeps at 
the dock to Tom Sawyer Island, Craisins at Space Mountain, and 
Werther’s Originals at Under the Sea: Journey of the Little Mermaid. 
Refer to your park guide map for the other exact locations.

Special Party Treats
MNSSHP is known for its exclusive snacks. This year, a spooky ghost 
cupcake can be obtained from Gaston’s Cavern, a candy corn soft serve 
from Storybook Treats, and a spider and monster cupcake from Main 
Street Bakery. Notably absent this year is the Pumpkin Spice Waffle 
from Sleepy Hollow Inn.

Dance Parties
Disney seems to have cut the dance parties down for 2015. The 
Diamond Horseshoe does not appear to be hosting one this year. There 
will be a general Character Dance Party at the Tomorrowland Stage.      Treat images © Disney


